Since translations] start codons also occur internally, more-complex features within mRNA must determine initiation. We compare the potential secondary structure of 123 prokaryot.it: mRNA start regions to that of regions coding for internal methionincs. The latter display an unexpectedly-uniform, almost-periodic pattern of pairing potential. In contrast, sequences 5 1 to start codons have little self-pairing, and do not pair extensively with the proximal coding region. Pairing potential surrounding start codons was found to be less than half of that found near internal AUGs. In groups of random sequences where the distribution of nucleotides at each position, or of trinucleotides at each in-frame codon position, matched the observed natural distribution, there was no periodicity In the pairing potential of the internal sequences. Randomized internal sequences had less pairing: the ratio of pairing intensity between internals and starts was reduced from 2.0 to 1.6 by randomization.
INTRODUCTION

Start codons are generally homonyms of methionine, valine or leucine codons (for review see 1,2). Features other than the initiation triplet
Itself must therefore be necessary to determine a translation start site within mRNA. In principle, the specificity required to initiate translation selectively could be imparted by primary, secondary or tertiary structure of the molecule. In prokaryotes, a polypurine tract complementary to the 3' end of 16S rRNA (3) is important in start-site designation (4,5,6). Nevertheless, this is not always necessary (7,8,9,10,11,12) nor sufficient (13 (20) . Several authors have pointed out isolated instances where stem-and-loop structures, with the initiator codon buried in the stem or exposed in the loop, can he postulated (1.21) . It. has been suggested that loop-exposed AUG or GUG correlates with efficiency of expression (22, 23) .
Release of embedded Shine-Dalgarno or AUG signals from intramolecular association has been used to explain widely-vary ing translational efficiencies of the X cro deletions (22) , and of mutations in the ljim H protein of E^.coli (23) .
We now ask whether there are secondary-structural features that can occur frequently in domains known to specify initiation of translation. We have analysed the potential local stem-ami -loop formation of 123 prokaryotic start regions and compared these to regions coding for internal methionines.
METHODS
Initiation-site sequences were examined for common pairings essentially as described by Trifonov and Bolshoi (24) . Sequences to be examined were compiled in a standard format in which the start codon was centered (as positions [35] [36] [37] in a 71-nucleotlde window. First the 71-base mRNA sequences were compared. From any group of two or more sequences with 54 or more identical bases at corresponding positions, one sequence was arbitrarily chosen as group representative. This eliminated five of the 123 original sequences, leaving 118 sequences for further analysis. Self-pairing matrices (25) were formed for all of the class representatives with the aid of a computer program that finds, by exhaustive search, all possible foldings of a given sequence that exceed minimum criteria for length (4 or more) and stability (K a at least 50,000).
Local potential mRNA secondary structure was deduced by an iterative procedure. Each nucleotide, nj. was compared with the nucleotides. nj (j>i), following it in the sequence. When a base-pairing match was found, the residues n^+j and nj + j were compared. The comparison continued until two successive mismatches were found: then the energy, length and position of the stem were stored provided that length and stability exceeded the given minima.
GU base pairs were tolerated internally, but were treated as mismatches when adjacent to two or more unambiguous mismatches. Approximate base-pairing energies were assigned: G-U=l. CG=4. AU=2. Mismatched bases were given a value of -2. Constraint produced by formation of small loops was taken into account using the calculations described by Ninio (26) .
The triangular self-pairing matrices were then superimposed and summed.
The average pairing potential was calculated as the sum of all pairings in the superposed matrix divided by the product of sequence length and number of Translation start sequences and mRNA internal sequences were from both bacterial and bacteriophage genes. The compilation, including references, is available on request.
RESULTS
The secondary-structure-forming potential of random RNA molecules is expected to involve about 50* of the residues in base-paired structures (29).
Before we tested the start regions for common or unique potential mRNA secondary structure, we checked that the programs accurately detect the cloverl€;af structure of tRNA. Average density maps were produced as described Prominent densities were isolated by replotting the data (B) without cells having a pairing density beneath 50* of maximum (i.e., the densities of such cells were reset to 0 before plotting). Base sequences surrounding initiator codons at 123 known protein start sites were conplled such that each sequence comprised 34 nucleotldes prior to the start site and 34 nucleotides following the start codon. Table   1 , and the codon distributions in-frame with the start codon appear in Table   2 . internal sequences (B) , random-nucleotide simulated start sequences (C), random-nucleotide simulated internal sequences (D), random-trinucleotide simulated start sequences (E), and randomtrinucleotide simulated internal sequences (F), as described in Methods. The simulated sequences had, at each position within the sequence, the same nucleotlde or trinucleotide distribution as was found in the corresponding real sequence library. For each group, the matrices were superimposed and summed and the composite matrix was smoothed. The results were plotted as described in the ltjend to Figure 1 , with the maximum density (49 black dots) corresponding to 15 sequences capable of pairing at a cell.
In
•" -70 Composite density matrices were generated as described in Figure 2 for protein start sequences (A), internal sequences (B), randon-nucleotlde simulated start sequences (C), random-nucleotide simulated internal sequences (D), randon-trinucleotide simulated start sequences (E), and randomtrinucleotide simulated internal sequences (F). All cells with densities beneath 50% of maxiBUB for each matrix were then set to 0. The results were plotted as in Figure 1(B) . This procedure has the effect of showing prominent densities (if any) in isolation.
separated by approximately six nucleotides without apparent interruption ( Figures 2B and 3H) .
Randomization of the start sequences ( Figures 2C and 3C) , and of the internal sequences ( Figures 2D and 3D) , where the distributions shown in Table   1 were preserved during the randomization process, altered both the overeill densities and their spatial distributions.
The relative effect of this randomization was to increase density from 0.400 pairings per nueleotide to 0.432, an increase of 8%. The density of the internal sequences was 0.791, which is reduced 12% by randomization, to 0.698.
A t test shows that the effect of randomization on the internal sequences is significant at the 0.01 level; however, the increase in density of the randomized starts is not significant.
Randomizations with preservation of the codon distributions were also performed. Figures 2E and 3li show the effect on the start sequences, where the distributions shown in Table 2 were preserved during the randomization process, and Figures 2F and 3F show what happened to the internal sequences when a similar process was applied.
Preserving the codon distributions led to greater changes in overall density than did preserving the distributions of individual nucleotides. The randomized starts had average density 0.490, an significant 22% increase, while a decrease to 0.637 (.19%) was noted for the internal sequences.
The internal sequences were 98% more dense than the start sequences in the initial analysis. This difference in density between the start and internal sequences is reduced to 62% after randomization of nucleotides and to only 56% after randomization of codons. It should be obvious from these data that the different nueleotide compositions of the start and internal regions do account in part for the overall differences in density; otherwise randomization should obliterate these differences and not merely reduce them.
Nevertheless, the fact that randomization has a significant effect clearly indicates that sequence does play a role as well. Figures 2C and 2D show that the prominent pairings of the two sets of sequences are differently distributed. A significant effect of the nueleotide composition can be seen in the randomized start sequences, where a definite lack of pairing between the purine-rich Shine-Dalgarno region and the area immediately surrounding the start codon shows as a notch on the hypotenuse of the matrix. The bias this produces against structure in this area is also evident in the non-randomized starts ( Figure 3A) , where the start codon and Casual inspection has failed to reveal a common secondary structure among the sequences (for review see 1). However, the density maps presented here reveal what appear to be some interesting common features.
The rules used in establishing local mRNA pairing potential (see Methods) were somewhat simplistic, but are adequate for enumeration, ranking and classification of local structures. Calculating more exact energetic data would only be justifiable in a recursive calculation of "best" secondary structure -a concept which is essentially meaningless when one considers local regions in isolation from the rest of the sequence. It is important to emphasize, too, that the measurement of "pairing potential" in a local region does not reflect the actual structure or structures to which that region is constrained in situ, but merely estimates roughly the degree to which the region is likely to be exposed or masked due to local interactions. When the pairing potential within a given region is high, the likelihood of one or more of the possible interactions actually participating in the biological structure is high also. Though the relationship is not linear as density increases, so that summing possible interactions carries a risk of overestimating the actual probability of interaction in areas of high potential, it should be noted that the present data yield a maximum of less than one pairing per nucleotide on average even in the densest map: the degree of overestimation should therefore be small. 
